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Theologizing In Vain- Reading with EIlul Between Truth and Reality
Abstract
In this study, I propose through the thought of Jacques EUul that humanity has perverted the original
creation. In doing so, we have constructed what I will call a Counter-Creation; a second creation. In
this counter-creation, mankind has replaced the creativity and the fluidity of the original. Along with
this I argue in the second chapter that we have socially constructed new gods, which I will call sacred
myths. These sacred myths are unquestionable, and hold power over against humanity. In the third
chapter, I depart from EUul, and go beyond his reflections on the vanity of life, on the vanity of socially
constructing the world around us.Through the story of Cain and Abel, I propose that in Qoheleth there
are two types of vanities in play: One that is unrighteous and one that is righteous. In doing so* I hope
to help people recognize their finitude, while not being paralyzed or being tempted to plunge into chaos
due to the meaninglessness of life.

Listening for Vanity- An Introduction
Through reading the works of Jacques Ellul, I have found "the necessity of
discovering, ever anew, the structures of our world".1 This is part of what I will attempt
to do in this paper. I will make an unabashed attempt to show the world as it is. Thus, in
the first part, I will show that the world is not exactly how we have viewed it. The world
is more problematic than we may think it is. Further, the problems of our world have a
starting point that is earlier than we might think. It is simplistic and, in my opinion, a
little intellectually lazy, to lay the blame for our woes on the Enlightenment and the
period around it called Modernity.2 I will argue that our societal woes started with the
second generation of mankind (that of Cain and Abel). This will be done through an
attentive reading of Jacques Ellul's The Humiliation of the Word?
The origin of our problems lies in what I , along with Ellul, call the construction
of a second creation, a counter-creation4 which was started by Cain and completed by his
children, among whom we are numbered. Through their acts and our continuing acts of
subverting God, they and we have made a new world in which to dwell.
Alongside this counter-creation, we constructed, and are in the process of
creating, a perverted deistic structure and the gods that belong to such a 'Reality'. One of
these divinities, which has its origin in the second generation of humanity yet does not
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Ellul, Jacques. "Chronicle of the Problems of Civilization", pg. 18
I would argue, however, that the period of Modernity is when the problems escalated, grew in stature,
and came to the fore.
For publication details of this work, and the other works cited, see my select bibliography.
Ellul will call this a subverted creation, or a subversive creation. To highlight this further, I will from
here on call it a counter-creation. This counter-creation is not fully counter, yet to make the subversive
and changed nature of it stand out, I will use my phrase "counter-creation". The phrase "subverted
creation" or "subversive creation" is found throughout The Subversion of Christianity and also The
Humiliation of the Word.
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come to the fore until the modern era, is Power,5 an outworking of humanity's attempt to
gain control of the natural and historical world. Power, which I will refer to as a sacred
myth,6 will be the focus of the second chapter, through a reading of Ellul's works Money
and Power and The Subversion of Christianity.
In the last chapter, along with Ellul and Qoheleth, I will struggling with and
through the wisdom of the world and the Vanity' of it all. In so doing, I will continue
with the example of Cain and put him and the ideas of his children into a dialectic with
his brother, Abel. I will propose that there are two realms of vanity: the vanity of Cain
and the vanity of Abel. The vanity of Cain is what we usually think of in terms of the
negative aspects of vanity, while on the other hand, the vanity of Abel is a gracious
vanity. I do not wish to put them in strict opposition, as I will show that they both share
key characteristics. In addition, I will say that even as a Redeemed people, we live in
both realms.
I will end in the realm of Faith, which brings together both the realms of Cain and
Abel, and will posit that Faith is the correct way to be truly at home and dwell in peace.
This peace is not devoid of tension, however. The tension is what holds the three realms
together.
Throughout this paper, there will be a recurring discussion of monologue and
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One should note that this is a mis-translation of the French title, L nomme et L 'argent, and should
properly be translated as Money and People. However, most of the English literature on Ellul will refer
to this book as Money and Power.
These are not full-blown deities that over-arch all of history. They are myths and 'sacreds' that form the
key thoughts of the present world. These sacreds and myths are raised in specific times and locations
and can and will change.
One should note that this is a mis-translation of the French title, L 'homme et L 'argent, and should
properly be translated as Money and People. However, most of the English literature on Ellul will refer
to this book as Money and Power.
Through interpreting Ellul's Reason for Being and Qoheleth's Ecclesiastes.
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dialogue. The world which man created, I will argue, is a world of monologue, as
opposed to the world that God created and ordained, a world of dialogue. I will entwine a
call for a return to dialogue throughout the piece.
At this point, it is important to make a note about the style of writing I will
employ. This paper will be dialectical in nature. It is also creational and eschatological in
its concerns. Creationally, it is a striving to trace the ideas and behaviors to their proper
origins in order to explore how they relate to the Creation myth found in the Hebrew
Bible. Concurrent with this creational focus, this study will also strive to point
eschatalogically towards the hope that we find in the end. In doing this, it is not looking
for either an arche or a telos, as those are too fixed and rigid for the flux of existence to
occur. Instead it will be pointing towards community, while calling the individual to find
him or herself and separate from society. One of the main foci will be an affirmation of
faith, coupled with a challenge to and critique of religion. It will be exposing a world
that we need to change, while affirming that we cannot change the world. It will be
following the thought that life is important, while stating that death is the key. It will be
looking towards meaning, while saying that meaning is impossible. It will both affirm
and negate vanity. Without this dialectic in place, nothing will happen. It is important that
this be kept in mind. I will contradict myself, and my sources will contradict each other.
This internal conversation is meant to spur an external conversation.
In this study, there will not be a vigilant concern for gender-neutral, gender
neutered, language. Marva Dawn, an Ellulian theologian, in her introduction to Sources
and Trajectories? states that Ellul was not concerned with using gender-neutral language,
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Ellul, Jacques Sources and Trajectories Ed. Marva Dawn, pgs. 8-9
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nor was he concerned with grammatical correctness. For him, it was the content, the heart
of the matter, that was at stake, and the current fashions should not be used to distract
from this. I want to hold closely to the way he wrote, and thus, echo his style to allow his
voice to be audible through mine. Thus, not everything in this paper will hold to
grammatical conventions10 or cultural fads.11
Also, in this paper, there will be what Martin Marty calls "creative misuses" of
both Ellul's texts and the texts of scripture. The points that I will be making are not
always explicit in the texts that I am using, and I will be taking creative license with
them. I am not trying to be a faithful 'disciple' of Ellul13 so much as a faithful listener with
Ellul to the words found both in the Ancient and New Testaments,14 In this, I will be
going beyond what the texts say, while (arguably) not going beyond their meanings.
With that said, I will be mainly relying on the interpretation of the Scriptures
offered by Ellul and his commentators. This will then be a paper not on Ellul, but on his
texts, developing an Ellulian theology that stresses the Word of God, and what it has to
say to society, from the beginning to contemporary times, while also calling for the
renewal of dialogue.
With this striving for dialogue and dialectics, the two genres of texts which

Such as run-on sentences, passive vs. active voice, and the ilk.
On top of this, Vernard Eller, an Ellulian theologian, in his The Language of Canaan and the Grammar
of Feminism, argues that the desire for politically correct and gender-neutral language loses, or can lose,
the personal direction of the work. By saying Humanity' instead of 'man' or lie\slie', 'it', instead of Turn',
the personal aspect is not present. I wish to be writing to a person, not to a group. Thus, some of the
terms employed may sound misogynist, but I ask you, the reader, not to think of them in this way, as I
am not using them as such.
Marty, Martin E. "Introduction" in Interpreting Jacques Ellul
Ellul was known for not wanting disciples, but wanting people to take his thought and go beyond what
he could do.
Ellul uses the verbiage of Jewish or Ancient Testament in an attempt to not subjugate it to the Christian
world.
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Jacques Ellul makes use of need to be addressed. I will be attempting to keep them in
dialogue and tension, without fully bringing them together. In this, I will be showing how
they illuminate and fulfill each other.
The first genre I will be working with is theology. These texts are on the Jewish
and Christian Scriptures which not only illuminate the past, but prophesy about the
future. Thus, when working with Adam and Eve, Cain, Abel, and Qoheleth, I will be
explicating the warning call that they are issuing. In this, one has to be careful not to read
back the present day on the past. Such an eisegesis will radically alter the words being
issued forth from the past, invalidating them.
With that in mind, the second genre that will be at work in this paper is sociology.
This describes how the world is today while pointing towards the future, and referring to
the past. The theological then will show the origins and roots of the sociological, and the
sociological will show how the world is today. In so doing, I will take seriously the fact
that the Jewish and Christian Scriptures contain prophecy, not just about the Eschaton,
but about the world today.
Thus, when I refer to the sociological condition which we are in, next to the
warnings, I will be showing how the world has not taken heed of the warnings. In this
way, the tension between prophecy and (non)fulfillment will be maintained, and the
tension itself may be(come) a dialogue. This is done to highlight the vanity - the twofold
vanity- of the current milieu.
Hence, I will start and end with a call to bring back the Word and the Divine
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Voice into our society.15 With that in mind, let us start our journey together from the
counter-creation to creation: from Reality to Truth.

15

This call was imparted to me by both Stephen Webb and Martin Buber, to whom I am indebted.
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Chapter One: Creatio Ex Verbum
Instead of having a starting point in nothingness, or creation, a re-vitalization of
the theology of the Word locates the starting point in a voice. St. John begins his gospel
with "In the beginning was the Word".1 It is important who or what is being addressed
by the Divine. That said, this Who or What seems to have usurped the primary role of the
Divine in creation. An example of this is found in Jiirgen Moltmann's God In Creation.
Moltmann proposes that the climax of creation is Sabbath, the day in which God
rests. This rest, in my mind, points towards God's silence. In Moltmann's thought, it
seems that this silence is supposed to elicit a response from man, and is an opportunity
for man to continue the work of creation. I accept this, but would like to propose that the
climax of creation takes place at the beginning, middle, and end of the creation narrative,
and that this climax of creation exceeds the days found in the creation narrative. That
climax, simply put, is that God speaks.
In the view of Jacques Ellul, language, not silence, "is a call, an exchange" . Like
the Sabbath, the event of God speaking does not happen once, but is repeated through to
(and even throughout) the eschaton. Repetition is highly important, as "the result" of
language "is an inevitable yet rich and blessed, redundancy".4 In this statement, it seems
that language is not the most important part. It is the redundancy that is described as rich
and blessed. Nevertheless, from a Judeo-Christian perspective, it is very important that

1
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4

John 1:1
Moltmann, Jurgen. God in Creation, pgs 5-7 and Chapter 11
Ellul, Jacques. "Notes on The Humiliation of the Word, pg. 54
Ibid, pg. 55

God has spoken,5 and has spoken through language. This is very significant due to the
fact that "Language is uncertain, communicating information but also a whole universe
that is fluid, without context or framework, unpretentious, and filled with the rich
complexity of things left unexpressed in a relationship".6 In this way, language sets up a
world, or what Ellul calls a "whole universe", that is in flux, always changing, and fluid.
I would dare say that Creation is not about the Creation per se. It is the spoken
nature of creation, that is, the creation of dialogue, that is the focus of the narrative.
Creation responds by coming into being, which shows a covenant based on and
constituted in dialogue.
For Ellul, it is due to the fragility of the Word that Creation is not to be equated
with Reality, which in his understanding is concrete and stable. Creation also does not
call forth Reality. Although God declares his Creation good, this does not mean an
everlasting, fixed goodness. Rather, Creation is good because it is fluid. Reality, by
contrast, is not created by God but constructed by human beings through their own
vision.
It could be said then, against tradition, that Adam was not created to be eternal or
everlasting. Nor was Adam created to have an unchangingness that is usually ascribed to
God. What is going on in the Creation narrative is a creating of a fragile, fluid, finiteness.
This is shown best in Martin Buber's Between Man and Man or Stephen H. Webb's The Divine Voice.
I will not fully go into their arguments, but they show how the Word is important, and that God has
spoken, not to mention the multiple textual references in the Scriptures that point to this phenomenon.
Ellul, Jacques. "Notes on The Humiliation of the Word, pg. 55.
It should be noted that Reality is a new phenomenon with old roots. Truth does not become
concrete and stable until the Enlightenment, according to Ellul. Yet, the roots of this Reality are shown
in the stories of the Jewish Scriptures, starting with Cain and continuing towards the present age. To put
it another way, the foundation for Reality shows up early, and we are warned against it, as I will show
later. Yet, humanity did not and continues to not heed these warnings. Different ages and epochs have
attempted making Reality, but it is not until now that we have 'successfully' created it. (It also should be
noted that not all societies have attempted this project.)
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It seems closer to the Chaos from which it is brought out than previously has been
imagined. It is not pure chaos, yet it is not Order. Hence the article by Ellul entitled
"Between Chaos and Paralysis". If God in creating a world made it only Ordered, we
would be paralyzed. And if the world was only chaos, we would be listless, floating on a
perilous sea, and would be not able to move forward.
What God created was a direction. It does not lack order, yet it is not as solid and
certain as we may want it to be. Hence, the importance of the Word. The Creative Word
does not allow (for) certainty or stability, which is the world and word of Technique. The
Word of God produces Mystery, Paradox, and Dialogue. "We must", according to Ellul,
"become basically aware of the fact that the Word is strictly contradictory to
[contemporary sacreds] in every way".8 If we forget this, we will lose the Mystery,
Paradox and Dialogue, the offspring of the Word. Yet more importantly, we will lose the
Word of God. This is due to our contemporary sacreds making "us live in a world of
action, figures, demonstration, and efficiency" in which "all uncertainty must be
eliminated".10 As previously stated, language and word are fluid and uncertain. It then
follows that if these are eliminated, there is no word. If there is no word, there is no Word
of God.
The 'trinity' of The Word of God is opposed to the sacreds that are introduced and
created by man in his new creation, which I will further call a counter-creation, and
which is commonly called, and thought of as, Reality. These sacreds include Work,

Ellul, Jacques. Humiliation of the Word, pg. 159 On the nature o f sacreds' see my Introduction, n. 6
above.
Ellul, Jacques. The Humiliation of the Word, pg. 160
Ibid,pg. 163
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Progress, Happiness, and Power.11 These manifest themselves in thoroughly visible idols,
belonging exclusively to the visible sphere. This confinement of meaning to the visible
sphere is problematic because the image "can in no way convey anything at all about the
order of Truth.. .it is unable to convey a spiritual experience, a requirement of justice, a
i <j

testimony to the deepest feelings of a person, or to bear witness to the Truth". It can
only pretend to. "The image immediately conveys to us a totality. It gives us a glance of
all the information which we could possibly need",13 which points back to image being
part of the counter-creation. For there is no room for, or trace of, these sacreds in
creation. They only show up in the creation narratives when read back in, incorrectly.
This reading back in, this eisegesis,14 is possible not just because of the Fall, but is
possible due to the flexibility of Creation. Because there is fluidity and not certainty, we
can go back and read the text anew. Another way to phrase this is that "The Word
contains fuzziness, a halo that is richer and less precise than information",15 and it is
because of this fuzziness that we can read new things in an old text. However, we cannot
legitimately read-in certainty, as that would contradict this fluidity and fuzziness. For this
reason, we do not have poetic license to read anything and everything back in. Rather, the
fluidity is an invitation to read the myth anew, while still reading it in the right spirit.
There is no reason for relativism, for that belongs to Chaos. However, this denial

Ellul, Jacques. Propaganda: The Formation of Man's Attitudes, pg. 117. This list is not exhaustive, as
new sacreds come in and out of play. An example of a sacred losing force is the economy (See William.
H. Vanderburg's Living in the Labyrinth of Technology)
Ellul, Jacques. "Notes on The Humiliation of the Word, pgs 55-56
Ibid, pg. 57
Ellul states in "Cain, the Theologian of 1969" that ""New" theological affirmations are always the
"renewed" protest by man against God, the reaffirmation of the excellence of what man does in the face
of being called into question by God, and finally, the assertion of the primacy of man's intelligence over
the way chosen by God for his Revelation". (Ellul, Jacques, "Cain, the Theologian of 1969", pg. 4. We
must be careful to tread that fine line between creativity and blasphemy.
Ibid, pg. 55
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of relativism does not negate the fact that there is room in creation. Open space, the in
between, the with- ing 16 is what is created by God in Genesis 1 and 2. Reality disallows
this, while Truth encourages this. It is the Word, the calling forth of dialogue, which
gives Creation drive. With dialogue, "God could rest...with his creation, presented to him
by the commander of this creation, as an offering and as a royal image of freely given
17

love". Without dialogue, there is no imaging of love, no offerings, and no rest.
I would then propose that there was then an attempt to make a third creation,
which leads to a third creation narrative in Genesis that is an echoing of the first two. In
this narrative, though, instead of the Word of God creating, the Word of Man initiates a
creation, this being traditionally referred to as the Fall.18 Rather than using the language
of a fall, I would prefer to refer to this as a Creative act that takes place outside God's
Word.
The possibility of Power as a sacred is created in Genesis 3. Like the Creation of
the world by God in the beginning, this creation also takes time to develop. It is not
instantaneous. This creation occurs when Adam and Eve answer the serpent, when Cain
builds his city, and when the Tower of Babel is erected. All of these events are aimed at
creating Reality. Instead of following the fluid freedom of the Word, Adam and Eve
grasp the fruit. Instead of allowing the secure sanctuary of the Word to unite, Cain
constructs a city.19 Instead of approaching God through their voices, the people of Babel

16
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With-ing is vocabulary used by Jim Olthuis in The Beautiful Risk. It means that there is an action taking
place on both sides of the gap, and is not just done on one side. This action is also done in conjunction,
and they are similar to each other.
Ellul, Jacques. "Technique and the Opening Chapters of Genesis" pg. 127
The concept of Fall is too negative, and does not convey the creative side of the act.
There is a thread of biblical scholarship that interprets the building of the city as a negation of Cain's
curse, as the curse was for him to wander. The problem with this is that Cain negates the curse, and not
God.
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use their hands and their eyes to grasp at the Divine.
At Babel, The Word "becomes a means of action".21 This is to say, instead of
being linked with action, instead of action being the same as word, as speaking, they are
separated. In their separation, word, and the Word is lost as founding, and action becomes
primary. Not only does the word become a means, it becomes Reality. In this, "there is no
meaning"22 to be found in the word anymore. "Every thing in a text is reduced to
structural relationships". Instead of being concerned about the relationship between the
speakers, writers, hearers, and readers, we are only concerned with the 'relationships'
between words. In doing this, the word is made into bricks; that is to say concrete. "The
truth vanishes when we concentrate exclusively on reality and the concrete, on what
humanity has accomplished".24 This is where we were headed, and where we are now.
The focus of the world has become what Man has done, instead of what is possible. We
no longer dwell in the realm of Truth, but in the realm of the counter-creation, which is
called Reality.
We have to be careful at this stage of the discussion. The vanishing of Truth can
not be blamed on the appearance of Babel. It is not a consequence of Babel that language
becomes open to misinterpretation. The exploding of the Word happened back in the
beginning of Genesis when Adam and Eve speak their own words against and outside of
God.
20

21
22

23
24

Ellul, in his "Notes on The Humiliation of the Word", states that "The image relates not to God but to
visible things; it refers to reality. Thus there is an exchange of truth for reality...of the person for the
object" (Ellul, "Notes on The Humiliation of the Word", pg. 58) From this statement, we can deduce
that what is being grasped is not the person of God, but an object that we think is God.
Ellul, Jacques. The Humiliation of the Word. pg. 100
Herman Dooyeweerd, in his New Critique of Critical Thought, states that "Meaning is the mode of
being of all creaturely reality" (NC II, 30). I think that this fits in well with Ellul's idea.
Ibid,pg. 166
Ibid,pg. 182
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To interject a New Testament vocabulary into the story of Eve and the serpent, we
may turn to Philippians 2. There, Paul states that Jesus "did not look at equality with
God as something to be grasped." Adam, on the other hand, looked at the chance to be
equal with God and decided to grasp it.25 The Son did not look at this reality, the reality
that Eve and Adam created. Instead, he embraced the Word. There is significance to the
parallels here. The most significant word in both Philippians 2:6 and Genesis 3:6 (in
Ellul's translation) is 'grasped'. Grasped means to take hold of, to take (as it is rendered in
the KJV), to possess. These actions then indicate a desire for certainty. I am certain of the
fruit in my hand. I cannot doubt it. Once we have reached this point, "value will be
related to reason, science, some opinion, a social tendency, or a concept of beauty or
truth.... [OJnce related only to a concept, the word is at the mercy of all sorts of winds
and changes; it loses all weight and meaning".
The Word, in other words, is an object. In this understanding, it could be said that
humanity coveted the opportunity to objectify God. Rather than remaining in a fluid
relationship based on listening, word, memory, choice, and response, the woman and the
man who is with her see a possible way to take possession and to dominate at the level of
this reality that she recognizes as the only stable one. With possession, the mystery is
lost. We clearly know what we posses. There is no paradox here either, due to the lack of
mutability. The subject possesses and consumes, and does not allow for its object to be a
5

26
27

Jean-Paul Sartre, in his "The Desire to be God", states: " The best way to conceive of the fundamental
project of human reality is to say that man is the being whose project is to be God" (Sartre, Jean-Paul,
"The Desire to be God", pg. 70). He continues to say that "To be man means to reach toward being
God" (Sartre, Jean-Paul, "The Desire to be God, pg. 71). From this point of view, it makes sense that
Adam and Eve would try to grasp the fruit, and that those that followed would do the same.
Ibid, pg. 158
I am using the "Apocalypse of Adam" to say that Adam and Eve repented, and tried to restore
relationship and dialogue with God. However, during their penance, Eve was tempted by the Serpent
again and yielded. It is then Eve struggled between Truth and Reality, and not Adam, according to this
rendering of the text.
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subject. Further, there is no discussion. For whereas, in Truth, "the word is an expression
of the entire person and cannot be separated from the speaker",28 an object, in Reality,
cannot talk back or have a voice due to the fact that the voice and word are separated
from the speaker, and thus do not (truly) exist. This is even evidenced in Master/slave
relationships. The relationship is an illusion: the mutuality is only a creation, a construct
of our mind. We are then placed "in a false relationship with a false reality".29 This is
where both chaos and paralysis occur.
What we see now, in the present age, is "visual, indisputable evidence"30 in front
of us. No longer do we hear the Truth of God's Word. Further, no longer can we or do we
hear the echo of Truth in our own words. "As soon as we allow ourselves to be invaded
by this obsession with evidence, the discretion of the Word vanishes".
It is true that "evidence of reality is quite useful for action". It is when we rely
on evidence, certainty and reality to direct us that we become deaf to the directive voice,
The Word. This deafness is due to the fact that "these...images provide [us] with practical
content: a common truth that is especially easy to swallow because the ready-made
images that show[] [Reality] to me ha[ve] been digested in advance".34 We might 'hear'
something, but it is not true hearing, as it has already been processed for us. In this
processing, the meaning is lost, so it is as if we never heard in the first place.
Not only are we deaf, but we are blind. We are driven into a solipsistic state,
28
29
30
31
32

33
34

Ibid, pg. 168, m. 7
.
Ibid. pg. 96
Ibid
Ibid, pg. 96
There is a problem in translating Ellul with consistency throughout his many works. It is not the case
that the meaning he describe in one book necessarily is being used in another. This may be a problem
with Ellul, the translators, or both.
Ibid. pg. 97
Ellul, Jacques. "Notes on The Humiliation of the Word", pg. 60
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where all we 'see' is what is in our minds. Due to the fact that we slip into a relativism, a
place where "one person can be just as right as the person who says the opposite", we
are left to stumble around in the darkness of our minds.
There has been too much focus in the world of theology on the first and second
accounts of Creation, without giving full credence to the third: the creation of 'Reality'
by humanity, for humanity. The outworking of this creation usually becomes most
evident in philosophy and psychology. A prime example of such a setting forth of how
humans typically construct Reality is to be found in Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari's
'in

Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia.
In this volume of their two-part work, they set out to discuss the grounding of
reality as schizophrenic, as confused about its true essence. In the opening pages they
talk about one of Georg Buchner's dramas, Lenz; the Hessian Messenger, noting that,
"[A] walk outdoors is different from the moments when Lenz finds himself closeted with
his pastor, who forces him to situate himself socially, in relationship to the God of
established religion,39 in relationship to his father, to his mother".4 This means that when

35
36
37

38
39

I will pick up this theme later
Ellul, Jacques. The Humiliation ofthe Word
Ellul uses this book, and other works by Deleuze to show the world of man's creation in The
Humiliation of the Word, I am not trying to give an objective reading of their work, but I am trying to
further hash out what Ellul found\finds so problematic in these writings.
This is taken to mean that both the grounding of reality and reality itself is schizophrenic. Schizophrenia
for Deleuze and Guattari is a positive term, used to describe the inherent chaos in life.
Ellul argues that through the work of Kierkegaard and Karl Barth, religion is shown as "a fabrication of
man in order to satisfy his religious need" and is in opposition to the "Revelation of God of Abraham
and Jesus (which do not correspond to the religious desire of man)" (Ellul, Jacques. "A Response to
Michael Bauman's Review of Jesus and Marx, pg. 4) Also, Ellul states in "Christian Responsibility for
Nature and Freedom" that "Jesus (following Moses and the prophets) proclaimed a total liberation of
humanity: from powers, legal systems, social morality, religion". If Ellul's reading of Jesus is correct,
then Jesus is not for religion, and does not wish his people to use it. Vernard Eller adds to this, by
stating in his The Beloved Disciple that "The move of the Logos toward becoming Flesh" in John 1 "is
the most threatening thing that could happen to human religion. When God concretely takes control, the
first result is that we humans lose control over our own religion" (Eller, Vernard. The Beloved Disciple,
pg. 97). There then is a rightful aversion to established religion in the character of Lenz, yet he does not
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not outside, the subject, the man, is forced into these relationships, which for Deleuze and
Guattari, are false.41 Instead, on the walk outside, Lenz finds himself "in the mountains,
amid falling snowfiakes, with other gods or without any gods at all, without a family,
without a father or a mother, with nature".42 This is where schizophrenic reality is, in
nature, outside of relationship.
To put it in Ellul's vocabulary following Martin Buber, this is a monologue
instead of in a dialogue. Lenz then asks, "What does my father want? Can he offer me
more than that?" In asking this, it can be interpreted that Lenz is asking what Truth can
offer that Reality is not already giving him. He already has the beauty of the mountains,
and the freedom of the wildness. What else of value can be added to this? From the
perspective of Lenz, nothing can or should be added. But, for Ellul, the absence of Truth
in this world raises a question about full freedom43 which is impossible without ethical
relationship.
Ellul would not advocate that Lenz return to his father. In The Subversion of
Christianity, he states that:
"We have learned that the relation between fathers and sons is not one of pure
love and unlimited affection with no ulterior motives or jealousy or calculation.
We have learned that the father is not the reassuring, protective, and tender figure^
and that the son is not one on whom the father lavishes all his affection."44
Deleuze and Guattari, are correct about one thing. There needs to be recognition of the
go beyond religion, but falls into what Karl Barth surely would have labeled Natural Theology.
Deleuze and Guattari. Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, pg. 14
Ellul argues that the opposite should be true: "the possibility of seeing God in the fullness of his Truth
and reality can appear only when present Reality - ours and that of the world we live - has disappeared
in order to be replaced by another reality" (Ellul, Jacques, "Notes on The Humiliation of the Word, pg.
60). Deleuze and Guattari have it partly right that a change of scenery and conditions is necessary, yet
they go the opposite way from Ellul, towards Reality instead of Truth.
Ibid.
It seems that the freedom Lenz obtains is a freedom against, which is a negative or weak freedom,
where what I am proposing through Ellul is a freedom to, which is a more robust concept.
Ellul, Jacques. The Subversion of Christianity. 163
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'more'that lies outside of our own little views of the world. There is indeed a reason in
this fallen world to break false relationships. The priest, the father, and the gods whom
Deleuze and Guattari recognize as false, have, for Ellul, all become the new saereds
which need to be desacralized.
This means that the questions we must ask are in the opposite order from those
that would be posed within traditional Judeo-Christian theology. One would usually start
with God's creation first. Yet now, we have to work backwards'through the Creation of
Reality before we can ask the question of whether or not relationships (dialogues) with
family, priests, and God can offer more to us. This question assumes the primacy'of
Reality. It could not be asked if that were not so.
Alasdair Maclntyre is known to joke in his presentations at conferences that the
only true relativists in the world are college sophomores or second year philosophy
students.451 usually laugh at this, but here I feel that I should nuance it, and use it. We, as
humans, have reached a point, especially in our technological society, where we find
ourselves sophisticated enough to make claims about Truth and Reality. Yet, at the same
time, we assume that our opinions are right and valid while holding that apposing values
are also right and valid.
And we are undiscerning in other ways too. So we take in words that are in the
"rush" though this "prevents us from discovering that one [word] which, in the midst of
the torrent, has meaning and deserves to be listened to".46 By adding our own torrent of
words, we do not support the meaning of words, but undercut the meaning of the Word,
and make it devoid of meaning. On top of this, the gust of words means that we are
45
46

Maclntyre, Alasdair. Keynote Lecture at Modernity: Yearning for the Infinite November 30, 2006
Ellul, Jacques. The Humiliation of the Word, pg. 156
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"blown by every wind of doctrine and words" and "lured into every trap". There is
nothing positive to come out of this.
It seems that many people (lay and professional) act in this manner. We hold that
our Reality is valid while also holding that God's Truth is valid. This contradiction should
not make sense to us! This is, of course, not to say that in dialogue humanity's and God's
ideas, concepts and thoughts are always opposed, and that finite man is always wrong. If
this were the case, there would be no point for me to be doing theology, or even writing
this thesis!
This problematic in theology is due to the fact that conversation between God and
man is not a dialogue. Usually it is seen and conducted as a monologue, a soliloquy. Only
one speaks. Ellul states that "no longer is any relationship established. Henceforth, the
word is definitively detached from the one who speaks".48 We need to rid ourselves of
our monological ways, and return to dialogue. This seems impossible after the Third
Creation, yet there are examples of this around us and before us.
By the age of our Forefathers, Abraham and Moses, a technique-based world had
already begun to be set up. Yet, there are numerous examples of these men talking with,
not to, God.49 Enoch was known for "walking [and talking] with God". The third creation
did not obliterate the possibility of walking with God in the cool of the Garden. This is
not made impossible by mankind's grasping at Reality. It is only made more difficult.

Ibid, pg. 157
Ibid, pg. 157
I make the distinction between talking to and talking with God for this reason: talking to does not fully
imply relationship, where talking with implies this. This backed up by the fact that these examples
"have gone beyond the sight of signs and miracles, in order to enter an existential and living
relationship" (Ellul, Jacques. "Notes on The Humiliation of the Word, pg. 62) instead of a static and
dead encounter in the past.
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We now need to ask these questions about the Creation of Man, by Man, and for
Man. I assumed that the starting point would be found in the Jahwistic or Priestly
accounts of creation,50 but I have found myself proven wrong. Sadly, we can no longer
start from a world of dialogue; we have to start from our world of monologue.
In this world of silence, "the word...is humiliated, crushed and meaningless"51 and
in "this mode all that exists is petrification, rigidity, decomposition, and death."
Because of this, we need a new starting point. We cannot simply start within the
Scriptures and look for truth. We need to start within Reality, and then find our way
towards Truth. Let us then explore from within Reality.

50

51
52

This distinction is found in Gerhard von Rad's Genesis, and refers to Genesis One and Genesis Two.
These labels have become questioned in contemporary biblical studies, yet I still find the distinctions
helpful.
Ellul, Jacques. "Notes on the Humiliation of the Word, pg. 63
Ibid, pg. 64
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Chapter Two- The Children of Cain
In the previous chapter, I stated that, according the thought of Jacques Ellul,
humankind constructed a counter-creation to the world that YHWH created. This
counter-creation, which Ellul calls Reality, is a subverting of the original, which Ellul
calls Truth1. Yet this counter-creation is not all that is brought forth during the event
referred to by traditional Judeo-Christian theology as the Fall. During the subversion
started by Adam and Eve, there was created the possibility for new gods, and a new way
of understanding the 'divine'.
In the beginning, there was one God, who walked and talked with humanity,
Adam and Eve, in the cool of the garden. Through this contact with the garden and
humanity, God established a relationship not only with humans, but with all of nature.
Thus the creation process was forged with and through relationship and dialogue, until
the second creation started in Genesis 3. It is in the rupture, whether it was historical or
ontological, that relationship and dialogue were themselves ruptured
This is not to say dialogue and relationship were done away with, but that the
possibility for the annihilation of relationship and dialogue was introduced. Adam and
Eve, then, were not fully responsible for what the tradition holds them responsible for.
Although they were and are responsible for conceiving the notion of full rebellion against
God, they did not set out to create their own world, but had to wait for their offspring to
usher in Reality and the new way of life associated with it.
1
2

Ellul, Jacques. "Notes on the Humiliation of the Word, pg. 58.
This is not to say that humanity should not have undertaken creative acts. Ellul insists that "The
Biblical God, who [is the God that] opens up freedom for us, who lets us make our history, who goes
with us on the more-or-less unheard of adventures that we concoct" {Subversion of Christianity, pg.
107). This does not mean, however, that we are free to exercise our creativity against God. We were,
according to Cal Micham's reading of Ellul, called to introduce "authentic creativity into the world"
(Mitcham, 3) rather than the inauthentic creativity shown in the counter-creation.
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Specifically, it was Cain who started the process of cementing the new creation
and gave birth to what would become, in the modern era, new gods in a concrete reality.
Due to the fact that a counter-creation was constructed, there was a need to have new
rulers. These new rulers would, however, not be human. They would become like the
gods, and even become gods themselves. They would fulfill the words of the serpent that
promised this to Adam and Eve. One of these new gods, sacreds, would be Power.4
It is heuristically valuable to look at how Power became incarnated5 as a sacred in
this world, while comparing this to how the Incarnation of the Christian God took place 6
Although this comparison does not hold true in every respect, it is worthwhile as a way to
explore what Power is and what its role in culture is (past, present, and future). The
nature of Power is not what it seems to be. For through our social construction of Reality
and what governs Reality, we have partially fooled ourselves.
Even though we have made Power, and imbued it with its significance, it has
escaped from our grasp. Power has become "autonomous, a law unto itself, and presents
itself as an active agent." It has also become "something that acts by itself and is
"capable of moving other things."7 In this definition, one of the most important words is
"agent". Power has taken on the character of a person, a designation that previously was

4

6

7

This "second creation is just as extraordinary, unbelievable and unexpected as the first" (Meaning of
the City, pg. 163). Thus, it is not found in the first creation, but it is a radical creative act of its own.
It is "a questioning, not just of one power, but of all Power" (Ellul, Jacques. Subversion of Christianity,
pg, 13) that I am undertaking. Along with this Ellul states that "It can be done like this, we can
denounce (not just the abuse of power), but Power (the power) at the same time!" (Ellul, Jacques.
Anarchie et Christianisme, pg. 36) The French here is "on peut denoncer (non pas les abus du pouvier),
mais le pouvier lui-meme!"
Power is not the only sacred to become incarnated. All myths and sacreds have to be embodied to hold
true.
John Howard Yoder says that Power "influence(s) human events and structures", and are thus
embodied in the world. He continues that "what we call the state, the economy, et al. are their
instruments" (Powers, Weakness and the Tabernacling of God, pg. 12).
Ellul, Jacques. Money and Power. Pgs. 76-77. Power also "undoes God's work of Creation"
(Subversion of Christianity, pg. 196) and "seeks to destroy Creation" (Subversion of Christianity, pg.
195). It is not just that Power is subverting God's work, but it is also annihilating the work.
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applied only to humans or God. This makes Power both spiritual and personal. It is this
personal dimension that allows Power to escape from the hold of human hands and
become Master of its maker. The spiritual orientation allows Power not only to become
self-directed but also allows Power to direct people.
Finally, in defining Power, we have to realize how it is personal. This personal
aspect is not just tagged on to the end to to form a superficial connection to the Christian
idea of the Incarnation. It is this personal aspect that allows Power to exercise itself over
and against humanity. By being personal, Power is able to enter into a counterrelationship and set up a false and illusionary dialogue with creatures and creation. Now
that a definition, albeit incomplete, of Power has been offered, we can move onto the role
of Power in Reality.
First off, there is the birth of Power to deal with.8 The reason that I want to talk
about the birth of Power is that often we do not.9 If the source and foundations are not
dealt with, then the critique of the results does not yield enough. That is to say, the
perversion is not really dealt with. Hence, I will try to track the roots of this phenomenon.
Phrasing this differently, Marva J. Dawn, an Ellulian theologian, points out that "these
forces [that manifest Power] might have been named later in Jewish history, but they
certainly existed prior to their identification".10 Thus, I want to locate the origin of Power
in the proper place, in the beginning of human history, and not just recorded history.11 In

9

10
11

The birth of Power is also the Birth of morality, for "when they achieve power, they want to impose
their morality on all society" (Subversion of Christianity, pg. 84).
Ellul, in his book The Subversion of Christianity, says that "Instead of tracking the perversion to its
source, that is it's spiritual foundations, we try to deal with results" (Ellul, Jacques. Subversion of
Christianity, pg. 88)
Dawn, Marva J. Powers, Weakness and the Tabernacling of God, pg. 16
It is important to remember that I am talking about the origin, and not the fruition here.
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this, I am trying "to make clear what really is the case".12 It is paramount that "the source
of power and freedom ... take priority"13 in our thinking. If it does not, we will end up in
the wrong place, with an improper understanding of both the problem and the
'solution'.14 To start then, we need to return to Adam and Eve who conceived the idol,
and to Gain,16 who by actively pursuing a life outside of covenant with YHWH, birthed it
into history.
Here it will be worthwhile if we look at Cain, who birthed a false god, and
Mary,17 who gave birth to the true God. The first important parallel lies in the way they
approach, and are approached by, YHWH. Both were approached by YHWH in a
dialogue, which revealed a curse.18 Most significant is their respective reaction to the
curse. Here the similarities end, but the parallels continue. One reaction is that of
rejection of the call to dialogue, while the other is an acceptance of the invitation into
dialogue. Cain responds with monologue while Mary responds with a continuation of the
dialogue.
12
13
14

Ibid, pg. 26
Ellul, Jacques. Money and Power, pg. 20
I will later argue that there is no real solution, but alternative routes then the one that we are taking.
In Ellul's thought, Idol and Sacred are almost interchangeable, as a sacred is always breaking away from
the will and revelation of God.
The following interpretation of Cain and bis acts comes from Jacques Ellul's Meaning of the City.
If we jump ahead in history to Mary, we will see a reversal of the response and formula that were
provided by Cain. Mary's response, as I already have stated, is that of dialogue. She engages God in the
portion of Scripture commonly referred to as the Magnificat. It is true that after the curse, Mary births
an offspring that is both spiritual and material, yet this offspring is the subversion of the children of
Cain.
A more traditional understanding of the revelation of the angel to Mary is that of blessing. Yet, I want
to see it as a curse. It seems to me that there are elements of cursing in the angel's proclamation, and
that this is shown by people's reaction to Mary throughout the gospel, especially in the birth narratives. I
feel that we have lost sight of the great burden that was put on Mary, and see it only as a good thing.
Also, I think that there may be a way to incorporate cursing into blessing, i.e., that the original was a
curse, but has since become a blessing, without losing all the elements of a curse. Stanley Hauerwas, in
his commentary on Matthew, states: "As is so often the case, God's punishment of Israel was also a gift
through which it might learn how wonderful it is to be chosen by God." (Haauerwas, Stanley. Matthew
pg. 45) With this in mind, we see the wonder present in Mary and the loss of wonder in Cain. It should
be noted that the angel Gabriel who appeared to Mary is identified as an apocalyptic angel in the book
of Daniel.
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After Cain kills his brother, Abel, God asks him where his brother is. Some
theologians would interpret this as a threat to Cain and not an invitation to talk. This
would be accomplished by reading in a sarcasm or by making it look like a trap, as it
seems that the only correct answer from Cain would be a self-damning one. Yet, if we
read it in a different tone, it is a conversation starter, not a conversation stopper. For it is
Cain who stops the conversation by sardonically retorting, "Am I my brother's keeper?"
This, in effect, should end the discussion. Yet, God continues.
In this continuation, God not only curses Cain, but protects Cain. But Cain
continues in a 'rejective' mode, and does not think that the protection offered by God is
enough. Instead of accepting his role as a wanderer, he goes and builds a city. This is not
just a city, though. It is a power-structure apart from God that is made by man, for man.
"And now Cain will spend his life trying to find security, struggling against hostile
forces, dominating men and nature, taking guarantees that are within his reach,
guarantees that appear to him to be genuine, but which in fact protect him from
nothing".19 Due to this city and power-structure not truthfully offering protection, "Man
always feels threatened in his counter-creation".
Because of this, Cain reacts to this 'curse' -this covenant curse, that is this
invitation to continue in covenant - by setting up a formula that will be followed for
ages. This formula is that after a curse from God, humans have offspring and build. In
doing so, Cain "puts everything to work to become powerful, to keep the curse from
having its effects".

Yet "much more" than trying to keep the curse at bay, "it is the

Ellul, Jacques. Meaning of the City, pg. 3
Ibid, pg. 81
Ibid, pg. 11
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desire to exclude God from his creation".
Thus, it can be seen in Cain's case that the offspring is not only physical (his
children) but also spiritual (Power). What he builds is also both physical and spiritual. It
is a physical city and power, while at the same time being a spiritual power structure. In
doing this "Cain ... reduces God to a hypothesis, to the domain of the superfluous and the
unreal."24 And in this 'founding' of the city, in it's foundation, "it is no longer God
beginning, but Man." In this, Cain "makes creation incapable of giving Glory to God"
97

98

which "forces creation to follow his destiny" which is Power.
Another mode of comparison is between accepting a gift and grasping at the
giver. The birth of Power, which was not necessary, came about due to the reaction
against the curse. Instead of reacting within the curse (which is really a blessing), there is
a reaction against. Cain tries to pull himself up to the level of God, while simultaneously
pulling God down to his level. He is grasping at the robes of God. This reaction was an
attempt to secure and cement a false relationship, whereas the incarnation is an
acceptance of the gift of the relationship. In this grasping, "we seized it all and
completely changed the framework".29
If we pursue this idea of Power and continue to move forward in the course of
history,
moving out of the theological and into the sociological and philosophical, we
Ibid,pg. 16
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Cain "will satisfy his desire for eternity by producing children and he will satisfy his desire for security
by creating a place that belongs to him, a city" (Meaning of the City, pg. 5)
Ibid,pg.6
Ibid
Ibid,pg. 7
Ibid. In The Subversion of Christianity, Ellul argues that "The sacred demands concrete manifestation"
(Subversion, pg. 64), thus there has to be a physical side on top of the spiritual dimension.
William Stringfellow, a lay theologian in America, and contemporary of Ellul, says that the destiny is
not just Power, but it is more serious than that. The fate that awaits us is Death. This will figure into the
discussion to come in the third chapter.
Ellul, Jacques. The Subversion of Christianity, pg. 25. This sentiment is an echo of page 11, fh. 6 of the
same book.
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encounter the Enlightenment and modernity, during which people acted and continue to
act as though Power cannot be a god over them, but can be something that they can wield
and even, in some cases, escape.30 The concept of personal autonomous freedom that was
stressed from Descartes to Sartre is evidence of this. This commitment is illustrated in the
investigation into the construction of reality. Descartes, one of philosophy's only true
solipsists, thought that through his doubt and the power of his mind, he could re-create,
shape and form reality. Yet, as Descartes' critics quickly point out, he did not doubt all,
and let a belief outside of himself (in his case God and Reason, while in our case it is
usually Power) guide his creation.
As the investigation into the construction of reality continued, the social aspect of
this creation was brought to the fore. Through the work of Max Scheler, Peter L. Berger,
Thomas Luckmann and Walter Truet Anderson, we have learned that reality can only be
constructed by a social group, and not by an individual. (We might observe that Cain had
to build a city to gather and unite the people for the counter-creation to be birthed and
gain its influence.) While this holds true, what is often lacking is a critique of what lies
behind the social group. This is where I turn back to Ellul, who constantly and
consistently has reminded us that sacreds and myths lurk behind us, acting as concealed
puppet-masters, guiding our moves and making us construct false stories about why we
act in the way that we do.
Walter Truet Anderson, in his book Reality Isn 't What It Used To Be, retells an
experiment on a patient that I think can be applied here. In the experiment, a scientist has
figured out how to send images and commands to the non-verbal hemisphere of the brain

This is not a new phenomenon, as I am sure that most people, including Cain did not see Power as
something that they did not control.
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in a patient who has had a procedure done to split and separate the cerebral hemispheres,
so that truly the left does not know what the right is doing. The scientist, one day, flashed
the command to 'walk' to the non-verbal side of the patient's brain. The patient complied,
and got up and started to walk out of the room. When the conductor of the experiment
asked him why he was leaving, he responded that he was going to get a Coke, which is
perfectly valid, except that this was not the main reason for his action. His mind had
constructed and convinced itself of a plausible motive, which he believed and acted
31

upon.
Although the conclusions derived from this experiment by the original scientist
and by Anderson are different, I believe that this can sheds significant light on how
Power motivates and moves us. I would like to say that we, as a species, have
conditioned ourselves in such a way that it is as if the different hemispheres of our brain
do not communicate. But instead of having a split brain, I want to say that as a society we
have separated our motives from our actions, leaving us in a position that makes it
necessary for us to create myths and stories that explain and cover over why we do what
we do.
The masking of motives seems (especially in this day and age) to be most clearly
evident in the realms of religion and politics. To return to the topic of Christology, we
find that in the construction of the doctrines of Christology and Trinity, there are more
than religious arguments that shape these doctrines in the final analysis. Historically,
what has gone on behind the scenes is a Power struggle, in this case, Constantine
convening the council of Nicea to hold together the Holy Roman Empire. The political
under-girding is not apparent in the main text of the writings, but is shown in the
31

Walter Truet Anderson, Reality Isn 't what It Used to Be, pgs. 55-56
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introductions, the start of the letters. The vast majority start off with a plea to the
Emperor. By calling him "blessed", they are, in an ultimate sense, asking for the blessing
'of the Emperor,32 the dominant embodiment of Power at the time.33 Thus, there is an
appeal first (and thus foremost) not to the God of Moses and Abraham, but to the god of
the present age: Power.
The early church fathers were not the only members of the Church to bow to the
prevalent force that is Power.34 For "Christians and the Church have wanted an alliance
with everything that represents power in the world".35 Hence, "the church and mission
are penetrated by the power and completely turned aside from their Truth by the
corruption of power".36 This is also shown during the Reformation, when Martin Luther
had to seek political asylum from and in various princes in order for his ideas to be
formulated. Although it is not obvious what role politics and the power wielded by the
princes had on Luther, the mere fact that he (in part, at least) trusted in Power for the
salvation of the Church is striking and significant.

Ellul sees this as a trend when he

says "each time [the Church] develops a theological argument to show that the power that
has been set up is good".38 Dawn points out that fidelity to the Gospel means "the
powers will neither be destroyed, nor Christianized, but rather turned".39 But right now,
we have been in the process of Christianizing Power, which results in'Powerizing'

This is to have a subjective and objective genitive.
This is seen throughout both William G. Rusch, ed. The Trinitarian Controversy, and Richard A.
Norris, ed., The Christological Controversy in the Sources of Early Christian Thought series.
Yet, we can say with Dawn that "churches who adopt the world's powers" now "function themselves
as fallen powers" (Powers, Weakness and the Tabernacling of God, pg. 32-33), and are not churches
anymore.
Ellul, Jacques. The Subversion of Christianity, pg. 20
Ibid.
This insight is taken from Roland Bainton's Here I Stand: A Life ofMartin Luther.
Ellul, Jacques. The Subversion of Christianity, pg. 126
Dawn, Marva J. Powers, Weakness and the Tabernacling of God, pg. 28
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Christianity."
As a case study of converting Christianity into Power, I will use Michael
Bauman's article "Jesus, Anarchy and Marx: The Theological and Political Contours of
Ellulism"41 to show that Power has gained, fully, its hold upon us, and that theologians
and philosophers still fail to question or even try to break out of the structure that is
present. The main thrust of Bauman's argument is to try to counter Ellul's conviction that
we must uphold the sure and certain fact that the Bible brings us a message that is against
power, against the state, and against politics. Bauman thinks that this is fundamentally
wrong, and that by stating and adopting this stance, "Ellul has improperly recast the Bible
into a left-wing manifesto".
Instead of reading the Genesis account in a way that I have previously expounded,
Bauman takes Robert Filmer's account of Creation to heart. That account is that "Genesis
1 and 2 formed the basis of OT Teaching that the universe itself is both hierarchical and
monarchical (not anarchic)".43 This is to say that at least Technique and Power were
present in Creation, instead of being products of a counter-creation, a Fall. Bauman does
grant that Genesis 1 and 2 might not be the proper starting point for a theology of Power,
yet he still fails to recognize the full effect of the Fall. He continues to state that in
Genesis 9 there is "the God-ordained origin [and endorsement] of even the most extreme

All of which points to the prevailing trust in the new sacreds, the new religions.
One reason I use this article is due to it's blatant misunderstanding of the thought of Ellul. Another
reason I use this article is because of the other articles it generate, mainly "From The Editor" by Darrell
Fasching, "A Response to Michael Bauman's Review of Jesus and Marx by Jacques Ellul which are
both found in The Ellul Forum, Issue 3. Also of note is Bauman's reply to Ellul's response, entitled "To
Jacques Ellul" in The Ellul Forum, Issue 4.
Bauman. 200. Ellul counters "the Bible brings us a message that is against Power, against the State, and
against Politics" (Subversion, 121). Thus, if a left-wing manifesto is against all of these, maybe the
manifesto is closer to the Bible than we want to acknowledge.
Bauman, 201
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political power, the power of life and death over one's fellows."
An Ellulian counter to this would be to say that God has entered the human realm
of politics and, through the commandments, is reforming, redeeming the Power. Ellul
states that "God enters human history and accompanies his people"45 and "the truth of
God is integrated into things that belong to our reality".46
For the law to have the proper effect, God has to be the one exercising it, not man.
To move to the New Testament, Bauman states that "Christ's words indicate the
possibility [and implicitly reveal the advisability] of loyalty to both God and Government
[or what I would call Power]." If we juxtapose this quote to Matthew 17:24-27* not only
can we serve two masters for Bauman, but Christ commands us to serve two masters,
which would contradict his teaching about God and Mammon. Bauman fails to realize
that Power is a god, and that governments are its embodiment in this world.
Ellul, on the other hand, sees Jesus' statement about rendering unto Caesar as a
side-stepping of the question asked of him, and as an exposure of the farcical nature of
4R

the system. Further, Ellul states that Romans 13, the "locus classicus" of New
Testament teaching on government, is "much too celebrated." He states this because of
the way it has so often been used to give an apostolic affirmation of Power.
In this, Ellul uses an "imaginative supposition"49, according to Bauman, which is
Bauman, 202. Yet, according to Ellul, "we do not have to think that because such and such a power is
set up, it is God who has set it up" (Subversion of Christianity, pg. 179)
Ellul, Jacques, The Subversion of Christianity, pg. 23
Ibid, pg. 65
Bauman, 205. Ellul counters again that" no expression of power or dominion either is or can be willed
by the God of Jesus Christ" (Subversion of Christianity, pg. 179)
For a more Ellulian treatment of Romans 13 then it is in my scope to give can be found in Walter
Wink's Naming the Powers, pages 45-47
Bauman, 205. Instead of taking Ellul on this point, we can say with Bultmann that "the powers have no
existence except for those who let them be significant" (Powers, Weakness and the Tabernacling of
God, 10). Even though humanity has made the Powers significance and existing, it seems that Jesus is
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to detest Power, to render the text in support of his own political views. Bauman
continues the attack upon ElluPs book Jesus and Marx by saying that that the Christian
hope in politics is not to destroy power.50 Instead, Bauman wants to transform Power into
something wieldable by the Christian.51 But states Marva Dawn, contra mundum, "Power
is brought to its end [not in another power, but] in ... weakness".52
This notion is supported by Kierkegaard, who states that ruling divinely is to rule
"by impotence".53 For we forget that, in Christ, we "are entirely weak". In fact "we are
nothing" compared to both the power of the world and the power of God".54 By trusting
in power, and trying to make it something that we can use, we are "rejecting the
Tabernacling of God"55 which can only happen when we are weak.
Dawn continues by saying that we "operate as fallen powers when the gospel is
no longer a stumbling block".56 This is what I see at work here. We have, and still are,
trying to use the block, instead of stumbling over it. If the churches, the followers of God,
want to wield power, we have to realize that "the Christian's true vocation as a power" is
to be weak, not powerful.57 Dawn attributes this mistake to "Christendom's alliance with
the Powers, which arose out of the conviction that the powers had been vanquished, and,
therefore, could be put into service of the gospel". Yet, instead of Power being
vanquished, it was disguised and incorporated into something that appeared not to be

not doing this.
Bauman, 2007
There needs to be a distinction between Christian according to Christendom, and a Christian according
to Christ.
Dawn, Marva J. Powers, Weakness and the Tabernacling of God, pg. 37
Ibid, pg. 63
Ibid, pgs. 63-64
Ibid, pg. 82
Ibid, pg. 91
Ibid, pg. 95
Ibid,pg, 109
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power. The van(qu)ishing of Power was an illusion.
Thus, for something like Ellul's vision to destroy Power, or to make it un-sacred,
un-godlike, "we have to eliminate two thousand years of accumulated Christian errors or
mistaken traditions."59 In Bauman's view, this is unthinkable. If we got rid of the
theological tradition, we would be, in Bauman's estimation, ridding ourselves of
"liberty, peace and prosperity"61 which are upheld not only by the government but also
the Christian tradition itself. Bauman apparently fails to recognize that "liberty, peace
and prosperity" come from Locke and the political engineers of the American and French
Revolutions, and not from the text of Scripture. But he is adamant "for the sake of virtue
alone ... one must resist the drive to abolish all power ... [T]he eradication of all power
results not in virtue, order, or prosperity, but in Chaos."63
This last sentence supports my previous claims that not only do theologians fully
trust in Power, but that Power has been elevated to the role of Redeemer and Protector64.
For according to Bauman, without Power, the world becomes not only unsafe, but reverts
to its primordial form, a dark chaotic void bereft of meaning.65 On the same page,

5
60
61

64

65

Bauman, 208, fii. 30, quoting Ellul's Anarchy and Christianity.
Which Ellul and Kierkegaard would call Christendom.
Bauman, 209.
However, Marva Dawn states that "it is preciously the demonic character of Power which makes prayer
(not supporting the Government) the most important political action a Christian could take" (Powers,
Weakness and the Tabernacling of God, pg. 102) Ellul supports this by saying that "we cannot just give
our problems of power over to system or state (Money and Power, pg. 42). This is in contradiction to
what Bauman seems to be saying, as Bauman is advocating a releasing of our problems of power to a
power.
Bauman, 211. Ellul, again in Money and Power, states that "lacking the Word of God, the world is set
adrift" (Money and Power, pg. 28). Thus, we are in Chaos in the sense that Bauman uses the word,
therefore, we cannot go back into this Chaos, for we are already there.
William Stringfellow adds that "the claim of a nation... is at the same time an aspiration for salvation"
(Keeper of the Word, pg. 203). In this, Bauman is correct in falsely placing redemption and salvation in
Power and Government.
"Ellul" on the other hand, longs for the Christian to see.. .the reality of the principalities and powers
and their effect upon the world and upon our churches" (Powers, Weakness and the Tabernacling of
God, pg. 102). Bauman is trying to ignore this effect, and say that the church effects Power, and Power
does not effect the church.
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Bauman states that the destruction of Power "cannot produce a better world; it can only
destroy the one that is."66 Ellulism does not simply posit "a Christ against culture, but a
Christ against creation."67 It is here that it is crucial to ask: which creation is at risk?
Bauman does not address the Ellulian suggestion, the sins of Cain, has attempted
to construct a counter-creation that has tried to subvert the original creation. Instead, he
implicitly assumes that nothing has changed, or that Power has not changed due to this
counter-creation. Bauman cites Ellul from his book Ethics of Freedom, and I feel that it is
apropos to re-quote here: "For it is not he (the individual) who chooses. The choice is
made by his cultural setting, his upbringing, his environment, and the various
psychological manipulations to which he is subject." Bauman seems to discredit this as
determinism, while staying blissfully ignorant of the psychological manipulations and
cultural settings that 'allow' him to uphold Power as the protector of "virtue, order, [and]
prosperity".69
In conclusion, I want to question the centuries old statement that "it takes a power
to check a power". The question I want to ask is: Is there something else that can not
only check Power, but also annihilate Power?71 To phrase it differently, should we not be
looking towards relationship, conversation, and covenant with the true God instead of
Bauman, 211
Bauman, 211
Bauman, 213
Bauman, 211. Ellul, again in Money and Power states that "the opposite of sin is not virtue, it is faith"
{Money and Power, pg. 126). It is then in error to find virtue as the Good, rather than faith. Ellul adds to
this by saying that "the acceptance of one power leads inevitably to a combination with every social
source" {Subversion of Christianity, pg. 31) even Morality which defines the Good. George Benello
continues that "larger realms of value are all subordinated and sacrificed to the single-minded and onedimensional desire for power, seen as power over nature" ("Technology and Power", pg. 102) From
this, we can say that there is no such thing as the Good anymore, unless we call it by it's real name,
Power.
Bauman, 210
This subversion has already happened in the Death of Christ, making "the defeat of powers.. .a past
fact, a present experience and a future hope" {Power, Weakness and the Tabernacling of God, pg. 26).
Yet, we live like it has not, and we actively seek to undo this defeat.
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living with the gods of our world, or (to borrow a phrase) the idols of our time?
It is interesting to note the different tone and reaction to Power in the article that
follows Bauman's in the relevant Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society. In
"The Politics of God and the Politics of Ellul", Joyce M. Hanks,73 offers some options
that not only point toward my question, but show why the 'power versus power' axiom
has been the dominant paradigm throughout the ages. She states that Ellul "argues that
our present day sacreds remain mysterious and unassailable, so that criticism of them
provokes outrage, panic and passion."74 It is as if she has read Bauman's article. If our
criticism of Power is not accepted, what shall we do? Hanks quotes Ellul's Anarchy and
Christianity here: "Let them be. Set up a marginal society which will not be interested in
such things. Do not do things as they are usually done in society, which you cannot
change. Create another society on another foundation".
If this "Let them be" answer is troubling, it is not the end of Ellul's response, nor
the end of the Christian answer. Hanks continues that we should, as believers, "speak of
justice and love, instead of relying on the means of force" and in this way "defend the
poor".76 In other words, we should not be passive, as the first quote can be interpreted to
imply. Ellul, in his Anarchie et Christianisme, states that there is "a possibility to create a
new social model",77 by inventing afresh.7 We should practice true religion, which

To use a phrase from Bob Goudzwaard. William Stringfellow clarifies what an idol nowadays is by
saying that "what the Bible calls principalities and powers can be called in contemporary language
ideologies, institutions, and images" (Keeper of the Word, pg. 194).
Joyce M. Hanks has translated and commented on Ellul's work for years.
Hanks, 219
Hanks, 223
Hanks, 225
Ellul, Jacques. Anarchie et Christianisme. pg. 35. The French is "mais a la possiblitie de creer un
nouveau modele social".
Ibid, the French reads: "il faut de nouveau tout inventer"
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according to Saint James is to care for the widows and orphans, those who are
downtrodden by Power. This would entail taking up a "radical, confrontational stance".80
This stance will then allow us to subvert the subversion and, to anticipate the next
chapter, create a new humanity, a new reason for being.

79

80

"Religion that is pure and undefiled before God, the Father, is this: to care for orphans and widows in
their distress, and to keep oneself unstained by the world" (James 1:27).
Hanks, 228
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Chapter Three: The Children of Abel
"Useless, utterly useless. I am consoling you". This statement in Ingmar
Bergman's The Seventh Seal can be taken as a gloss on the repeated phrase found in
Qoheleth: "Vanities of vanities, all is vanity". The last chapter ended by claiming that due
to living in the counter-creation, we need to find a new reason for being: a counterreason, if you will. By suggesting that the next step is to'find'this, it might seem that the
part of the thesis where I name the negatives is over, and that I will be moving on to a
positive conclusion. Yet, only the second part of this statement is correct. To move to a
positive end, there are still negatives to be examined.
In this chapter, I will be moving through the dialectic that is set forth in the
biblical book of Qoheleth. I will start out with the idea that all is vanity, useless, smoke
and wind. This is done to convey the emptiness of our current raison d'etre. After
pointing towards this void, I will attempt to show that there is a way to be at home in this
void through Jacques Ellul and Steven Bouma-Prediger.
The objective and goal of the counter-creation and its deistic structure is to
manufacture stability and a concrete place to stand in the world. This position is usually
described as a project of the Enlightenment and Modernity. Yet I have argued, and will
continue to argue, that the roots and conception are much deeper than this, and go back
before the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries3. It may seem easier to place their origin
in the Enlightenment due to the fact that there would then be less to uproot in order to
move on to an alternative. But on this lack of perspective, George Benello says that "the
psychology of domination enslaves, creating people with a single urge, unable to choose
1
2

Bergman, Ingmar. The Seventh Seal
By bringing in the voice of Bouma-Prediger, I will be putting Ellul in dialogue with a Reformational
philosopher. What this accomplishes is it shows links between different styles of theology.
3 Ellul, in The New Demons, places the beginning of this era in the 1780's, but will say that Technique
really did not assert itself fully until the 1930's.
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freely from among the real alternatives".4 From this it follows that not only can we not
choose alternatives, we cannot even envision them from our standpoint. This then leads
us to stay in the ease of the current. But we must go back to the source if we are to truly
flow forwards.
What needs to be addressed, therefore, is the 'new' morality and sacredness that
came into being with the counter-creation, then the (problematic!) desire for solution, and
lastly, the question of a way to be in this world of vanity and uselessness, flux and
fluidity.
To return to the statement that the squire makes in The Seventh Seal, we have to
remember that the de(con)structive posture that Qoheleth, Kierkegaard and Ellul take is
in fact an attempt to console us, and help us through the vanity and apparent uselessness
of human actions. It is true as the increasingly popular saying of Heidegger puts it, that
only a god can save us now5. Yet we need more than this vague 'indefinite article' of
faith. For we already tried the god of humanity and the god of Power, and they did not
save us. What we need to do is to turn the phrase, to make it read that only YHWH can
save us now. More fundamentally, we have to recognize the need, and be in a position
that makes this recognition possible.
We are not currently in this position. Kierkegaard states in his Attack upon
Christendom that "the difficulty consists in the fact that the whole age has sunk into the
profoundest indifferentism, has no religion whatsoever" and "is not even in a condition
for religion",6 let alone true religion. Ellul is convinced that "the situation is not

4

Benello, George. "Technology and Power", pg. 107

5 Heidegger, Martin. "Only a God Can Save Us Now," trans. D. Schendler. Graduate Faculty Philosophy
Journal, 6(1).
6

Kierkegaard, Soren. Attack Upon Christendom, page 185
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completely hopeless" while still trying to show a "pessimism in hope".7 Instead of
hopelessness, crisis and melancholy being at the forefront of Ellul's thought, there is the
consoling cry of Qoheleth that human action is vanity, smoke blowing in the wind. This
view cannot offer a solution to our woes. Indeed, Ellul, in an earlier article states that
"this is the folly of our time: we claim to give solutions without even looking at the
problems".8 Even though I have touched on at least two 'problems', I do not wish to say
that I have exhausted the problems. Thus, I cannot offer solutions, nor can anyone else.
We can only glance at and point towards them.
Even though there is a built-in desire for a person to offer a solution. As we read
and research, we tend to be looking for this, and I (with Ellul) think that this holds for the
majority of people. We have a yearning for solution that has held us since the time of
Cain. Ellul, in his Living Faith, states: "They want a solution - and nothing is more
dangerous than people convinced they have it".9 It is dangerous for a number of reasons,
one of which is that once we have a solution; we stop believing that there is a problem.
Once we think we have got rid of problems, we end up living an illusion, and occupy a
dream world, which is not truthful.
In the context of problematizing the closure that we desire, I want to look at what
are called worldview questions, questions that we ask ourselves and society to find out
what and how we believe. Brian Walsh and Richard Middleton, in their work, Truth is
Stranger than It Used to Be, offer a wonderful account of the confusing world of
contemporary society, and help people trace out their worldviews. However, in posing
their four worldview questions, they instruct people to fall back into this false paradigm
of seeking answers. Their four questions are "Where are we? Who are we? What's
7
8
9

Christians, Clifford G. "On Solution", pg. 148
Ellul, Jacques. "Chronicle of the Problems of Civilization", pg. 20
Ellul, Jacques. Living Faith, pg. 36

wrong? What is the remedy?" These are posed with a view to pointing out the problems
with modernity, yet ironically they are themselves modern. The first two questions are
valid, as they try to set up an identity and position in the world, and should be
commended for attributing the social construction of reality to the community, and not
just to the individual. Yet they are taken as leading to the last two questions, which bring
us into a world looking for remedies, cures, and solutions.11
In essence, finding a solution means finding a telos, which leads to shutting down
dialogue. Instead of Middleton and Walsh's questions, I want to say that a more astute
way of thinking is found in a section entitled "What is Man?" in Martin Buber's Between
Man and Man. In this context, Buber offers an interpretation of Kant's questions, which
are "What Can I know? What Ought I to do? What may I hope?" and lastly, "What Is
Man?"12 In this approach, "metaphysics answers the first question, ethics the second,
religion the third and anthropology the fourth".13 The search for solution is evident here
too. But here, this is wrapped up in the search for knowledge, the search for right action,
the search for faith, and most importantly, the search for continuing dialogue. By ending
with "What is Man?" Kant and Buber are questioning the question, wondering if man can
be defined. This type of questioning is not found in Middleton and Walsh. Thus, if we are
to ask worldview questions, I would rather that we ask Buber's appropriation of Kant's
questions and not those of Middleton and Walsh.
Now we can return to our discussion of Ellul's thoughts on solution, and attend to
his second contention in which he claims that, "our solutions are always responding to

10 Middleton, J. Richard, and Brian Walsh Truth is Stranger than it Used to Be, pg. 19
11 Stanley Hauerwas, in his book God, Medicine, and Suffering links the search for remedies and cures to
the search for solutions to other problems, especially what is commonly called spiritual problems.
12 Buber, Martin. Between Man and Man, pg. 119
13 Ibid.

problems on the periphery of truth". That is to say, the problems we solve are not the
heart of the problem. In addition, our solutions are only part of the truth. They deal with
little parts of the whole problem, yet (are heard to) declare that the full problem is fixed.
This, again, leads us into a world of dreams and illusions.
Ellul and Qoheleth, however, offer a different way of looking at what we fail to
problematize, one that should be at the very heart of theology. In developing a true
alternative, there needs to be from the outset a "fundamental realism"15. This is what the
explorations of previous chapters have aimed at: reality for what it is, which is currently a
subversion of Truth. Even though "the utter harshness of our contemporary16 society's
predicament nudges us toward superficiality and retreat", we need to crusade "for
ruthless honesty".17 Ellul speaks of seeing through the way in which there has been an
i o

imbuing of "technology, education, and politics with an aura of holy prestige". Once we
have recognized this, movement can be made towards an alternative, which involves the
desacralization of all the sacreds, such as Technique, Power, Economy, Work,
Happiness, et cetera.
The rejection of false answers needs to lead to a transformation of our selves.
These false answers are the offspring of Cain, the end result of a search for certainty,
progress and domination. Such answers have lead to a false humanity. By buying into
these answers, life has been shaped around them, and we have become enslaved by what
was supposed to set us free. For Ellul, we need to start as individuals, for if we overidentify with ideologies, governments and institutions, we will keep playing the same
game and will never break out of our current situations.
14
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Ibid, pg. 39
Christians, pg. 149
1 would add that all society, ancient or contemporary, have shared this harshness, at least in the West
Ibid
Ibid

This call to the person is a call to be personal. Many have complained that life
dominated by Technology (Technique) removes the person from choice and action.
Ultimately, what is needed is for the structures and guides of our life to develop their own
personal, humane character. But what can be done in the present? Lewis Mumford, a
noted critic of Technique, thinks that "the gates of the technocratic prison will open
automatically, despite their rusty hinges, as soon as we choose to walk out".19 Yet for
Ellul, instead of technology falling apart and letting us be, or technology suddenly
growing a human face, there needs to be an effort on our part to "become a creator of
[our] own life".20 For we will have to not only "oppose the forces of conformity" but also
carry on our "trade or profession or fulfill other obligations at the same time".
In other words, it is not that the 'technocratic prison' will fade away, or become
more personal. We either have to destroy it, or show our humanness inside of it. We have
to point out the non-humanness of the structures encapsulating us by actively living out
what it means to be personal.
This is not done on "the margin of society, but in it", not after society has
changed, but while it is changing. In response to Mumford, we should not act after the
rusty hinges have given way, but before, and while, and even after they let us go. It is not
the hinges that are freeing us. If that were the case, the technocratic prison itself would be
freeing us, and we would remain in (within) its debt. The escape, then, would not be an
escape at all, but a change of scenery, an illusion. In the same way, Power will not just
cease to have a hold upon us. For Power to change, Power must be changed.
Having looked at the personal, and at renewed personhood, we can move on to
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Mumford, Lewis. Pentagon ofPower, pg. 435
Ellul, Jacques. "Between Chaos and Paralysis"-, pg. 748
Ibid, italics added
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action rooted in personhood and realism. An example of this action, to echo Gadamer in
part,23 would be to engage in a "passion to play".24 We need to bring back and reclaim
"festivals and rituals which re-invigorate our social life"25 in contrast to our current way
of life which seems to be shrinking the importance of community. We must not use 'play'
or 'festivals' to "distract or cultivate"26 ourselves, but to create our own lives, using the
creative freedom granted to us in the original creation.
Having taken a much needed detour around the need for solution, we can start
back on our path towards a new way of being. The path that we have been taking in the
previous chapters has led us to vanity. For "going beyond expressing the very heart of the
'message' of revelation is vanity".27 This is what has happened, not only in Christendom
but in all of society. By positing our own secular (or 'Christian') socially created reality
and by creating counter-structures to Truth, we have made it necessary and almost
unavoidable that we dwell in vanity.
By promoting what Ellul calls Reality, we are operating outside of the creative
flow of creation. "In Reality, all is vanity". Yet our "human existence is essentially selfcontradictory",29 because "in Truth everything is a gift of God".30 We find ourselves in
this tension of being caught up both in the emptiness of not being grounded, and in the
fullness of being grounded in the gift of God. Even though we are driven to dwell on
either side, it seems that what we should be striving for -what we should allow- is to
make and find our home within the tension.
23 Gadamer, Hans-Georg. Truth and Method. 2nd rev ed. Trans. Rev. Joel Weinsheimer and Donald G.
Marshall
24 Ibid, pg 749
25 Christians, Clifford G. "On Solution"., pg. 155
26 Ellul, Jacques. "Between Chaos and Paralysis", pg. 749. In his book, The Technological Bluff, Ellul
lists multiple activities that tend to make up play in our world yet in fact are distractions.
27 Ellul, Jacques. Reason for Being: A Meditation on Ecclesiastes, pg. 5
28 Ibid, pg. 31
29 Ibid, pg. 39
30 Ibid, pg. 31

Previous cultures have striven to make life as easy as possible, which means
annihilating the tension. But if tension is done away with, so is dialogue. In Ellul's
words, "contradiction is the necessary condition for communication".

Although this

might be an overemphasis, the point remains that if differences are done away with, if we
all think and act the same, there is no need to communicate and nothing new to talk
about.
To continue (in) this tension, we must accept that we are simultaneously the
children of Cain and the children of Abel.32 For according to Ellul, "everything bears
Abel's name".33 Ellul translates Abel's name as smoke or wind, something that vanishes
while leaving a trace. This is done because "Hebel [in Ecclesiastes] is the Hebrew word
we translate as "Abel"

Abel was mist, breath, or smoke that melts away".34 Yet Abel is

declared righteous and godly in Hebrews 11:4.
This is my starting point for naming two modes of vanity: one that is righteous
and godly, and one that is not. One in the way of Abel and one in the way of Cain. For
Ellul "Cain and Abel form an inseparable couple within vanity's realm"35 and I do not
wish to separate them. By keeping Abel and Cain together, I suggest - and here I am
going beyond Ellul - we can see that there are two modes of vanity: one being positive,
and the other being negative.
The vanity of Abel does not enable one to "escape into the memories of the past
or into some glorious future".36 Instead, it is a call to be what you are. Not what you have
been or what you are going to be. This vanity questions the love of something "fixed, as
31 Ibid, pg. 41
32 Though, it seems in a way that Abel left nothing behind resembling a tradition, and that we are in the
tradition of his other brother, Seth.
33 Ibid, pg. 58
34 Ibid
35 Ibid, pg. 59
36 Ibid, pg. 69

it can be transcended".

It also questions the love "of something that will last

indefinitely, that repeats itself in identical fashion".

The vanity of Abel is a questioning

of institutions that force conformity and a questioning of the structures of the world that
deny difference, uniqueness and creativity. It is an acceptance of the perceived
arbitrariness of YHWH in accepting Abel's sacrifice over Cain's. This arbitrariness is
only seen as such because it does not conform to our standards, and is not grounded in
our reason and understanding.
The vanity of Cain is "subservient to the need to preserve the land and to conquer
more of it".39 It is in this 'sphere of vanity' that Power operates through "judgment and
oppression".40 Due to this oppression, we try to conquer more, preserve more, and make
more our own in an effort to counteract the vanity of not being in control, and of being
controlled by an outside force.
In their vanity, the children of Cain became "obedient consumers] and with
[their] eyes shut swallowed everything"41 in order to fill themselves with some sort of
meaning, and to imbue the world around them with the same. Yet instead of making
meaning, they, which is to say we, have created a "consumer society", an "opulent
society" which is truly "a society of spectacle".4 In other words, we turned Truth into an
illusion that could be and can be easily swallowed without having to deal with the
harshness and grit.
Instead of living by the difficult truth that "God does everything - and you must
do everything",43 we eliminated the first part to make life easier. Unbeknownst to us, we
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shifted the burden solely to ourselves. In so doing, we tried to escape the vanity of Abel
"by means of [the] good, virtue, justice or religion". While this escape seems to work, it
still leaves us in emptiness, as the words above (good, virtue, justice, religion) lose their
true grounding, resulting in them losing their true meaning.
If we look at Alasdair Mclntyre's books Whose Justice? Which Rationality?, A
Short History of Ethics, and After Virtue, or John Caputo's Against Ethics, we see that
there are competing notions of Justice, Ethics and Morality at work in the world. Walter
Truet Anderson puts it this way: "In the collapse of belief, a thousand subcultures bloom,
and new belief systems arrive as regularly as the daily mail".45 This does nothing but
multiply the vanity in the world. Ellul states "by means of one's judgment and criteria for
deciding what is good, everyone only adds to the world's vanity".46 So our very attempt
to try to counter the world's vanity is 'counter-productive' and thus itself 'in vain'.
Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann tackle this from another angle. They state
that "the reality of everyday life always appears as a zone of lucidity behind which there
is a background of darkness". 7 There is then an abyss, a void, behind what we see, or
more aptly: what we chose to see. This darkness is vanity. There is nothing behind the
lucidity to support it or make it real. Another way of phrasing this point is that we are in
"a thoroughly contingent world of meaning hanging unsupported in an abyss of
meaninglessness".
In coping with the lack of meaning, we create a "symbolic universe", which
according to Berger and Luckmann "shelters the individual terror by bestowing ultimate
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legitimation upon the protective structure of the institutional order.

We are then

solidified in a dehumanized world. This is problematic because "habitualization and
institutionalization in themselves limit the flexibility of human activity". And it is
flexibility, according to Ellul, that is a main feature of what it means to be human. This
solidification or inflexibility rids the world of the "dialectic between individual and
society",51 which in turn, rids the world of the very tension that makes life possible.
Ellul states that in this mode of being, "what makes everything possible and
provides all the meaning amounts to nothing - it is just wind." Even in the changing
and new systems of belief referred to by Anderson, nothing happens. There is nothing
new under the sun. Even though "events change, as do the conditions of life and
standards of living ... people are basically the same"53. This is due to the fact that in these
changes, only the exterior is moving while the heart of humanity
stays in the realm of Cain's vanity.
All is not doom and despair, though.54 To take a different tack, in the vanity of
Abel we can be human. If we learn that "happiness is based on the simplest things"55 and
not in constructing grand schemes and institutions, we can reclaim the joy that this life
has to offer. If and when we "learn that God has approved of [our] life, and on that basis,
with [our] heart at peace, [are] happy with the material things that are only vanity in
themselves",5 we can live in this world as the human beings we are. We do not have to
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flee from the material world, or escape the flux and void. We can find ourselves at home,
at peace. Even though "everything moves and disappears" like dust in the wind, "that in
en

no way changes the pronouncement God makes on our life".
This recognition of the vanity of life does not enable an individual or society to
act as if they are superior.58 Instead, it "means that in the final analysis, I cannot place
myself in the center". It means that you have to "remember your culture and political
system are vanity!" And you need to "listen to others and respect them"59. If we do not
take a stance of superiority, we realize what matters: "the Other who is not vanity"6?.
If we want to keep language, we have to maintain a posture of humility.
"Language exists only for, in, and by virtue of this relationship. Dialogue involves the
astonishing discovery of the other person who is like me, and the person like me who is
different".61 Even though he expresses a love for dialogue, Ellul states that if he were
"pure spirit", there would be no reason to take more interest in the "fate of this
civilization". Yet "here, as a body given by God, I live in this world amidst people [to]
whom I am to be a neighbor. Thus, it is impossible for me to retreat to that untroubled
solution".62 Because we are in the same situation, we have to be considerate towards both
the Other and the Wholly Other. This recognition then turns into love. Since "no power
can serve love",63 we are left in weakness, which according to Marva Dawn, allows for
the tabernacling of God within us.64
The question then arises: how can this attitude of love, of being at peace, of being
57 Ibid, pg. 112
58 "Our only superiority is that we know our condition" (Reason for Being, pg. 117). This is not thing to
be lorded over others, but a lesson to teach others.
59 Ibid,pg. 115
60 Ibid, pg. 127
61 Ellul, Jacques. "Notes on The Humiliation of the Word, pg. 55
62 Ellul, Jacques, "Chronicle of the Problems of Civilization", pgs. 17-18
63 Ellul, Jacques. Reason for Being, pg. 155
64 This point is repeated throughout Dawn's book, Power, Weakness and the Tabernacling of God

at home be possible in the current world, which is dominated by the vanity of Cain?
Ellul's 'answer' to this involves confronting that which penetrates both vanities: Death.
"Until we look (Death) in the face, no wisdom", no peace, "is possible".65 For according
to Ellul's reading of Qoheleth, "Death humbles our human pride, power, idealism, and
spiritualism".66 Following his reading in more depth, "Death is everywhere" and only
"after we have seen its presence absolutely everywhere [can we] say what wisdom can
be".67 Death is what makes us realize that all is vanity and uselessness, and this is
wisdom: the recognition of finitude.
"[Ojnce we have reached this extreme" he continues, "the rest is permitted, but
not before, and in no other way".68 This wisdom does not, however, get rid of the gravity
of Death or soften its blow. Along with orienting us towards wisdom, Death orients us to
faith, which is the more 'positive' way of viewing things.
James L. Crenshaw, in his Old Testament Wisdom, states that "human illusions
burst before the harsh reality that removes all distinctions among people".69 This is
another way of phrasing what Ellul is saying. All distinctions are done away with, as we
all end up in the same place, returning to dust in the ground. Qoheleth continues to tell us
that "the wise gravitate toward houses of sorrow, while fools throng banquet halls".70
There, in the houses of sorrow and mourning "you will begin to learn the one really
necessary thing": that "Death is our end, not just the conclusion but also the goal, the
71

unknown objective that is deeply hidden and disguised".
Our 'choice' and acceptance of death is not opposed to the seeking of "joyous
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laughter, laughter stemming from fullness, peace, gratitude or rejoicing", the type of
79

laughter that stems from Isaac. Rather, the choice we face is between "orgies or
73

confrontational mockery on the one hand, and death on the other". Between these two
options, "the wise person will prefer death to the house of joy, which is worse than
death".74 The vanity of Abel will choose death, while the vanity of Cain will choose the
empty orgies that will end in a feeling of nothingness. This is a choice between
something with meaning (Death) and an avoidance of death that is an avoidance of
meaning.
It takes something outside of us, something that, no matter how hard we try, we
cannot control, to make us realize the vanity of our actions, our thoughts, and our reason
for being. Only Death may accomplish this. The Divine can no longer function as
radically transcendent because we have made it into something that we think we can
control. Crenshaw supports this by saying "the divine support of life has completely
vanished"75 according to Qoheleth. In death, "Cain (and the rest of us) finds his own
grasp limited, and that fact is maddening to him" 6 as it is to us. Lowe elaborates on this
by saying that "Cain's Life", like our own life, "is not [in itself, simply] life because it is
77

punctuated by death". Death negates life, and this negation forces us, or at least should
force us, to re-examine what life should be, and what true life is.
This does not only hold true for the vanity of Cain. Even the vanity of Abel
cannot escape this. Abel was "not created to survive, vanquish or have posterity; he was
innocent and righteous, and he died". Using his life as an example, it is shown that even
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those who are right before God do not escape death. This theme is repeated throughout
the Jewish Bible and Christian Scriptures.
What then is true life? Steven Bouma-Prediger, a Reformational theologian and
philosopher, answers, along with Ellul, that true life is to be 'at home'. For this to take
place', there needs to be a re-emphasizing of the Christian doctrine of Creation which
"properly understood can offer healing and wholeness to people anxiously adrift in the
flux and degradation of the post-modern world"80 in which we currently find ourselves.
This re-evaluation, this returning to a biblical understanding of Creation, does not
just apply to post-modernity, but to the anxiety of the modern and pre-modern world also.
In the post-modern, modern and pre-modern worlds, which are all the result of the
counter-creation for Ellul, "meaning is", in Bouma-Prediger's words, "always on the way
and never at home"81 where it should be. If meaning is never at home, and we are not
there either, what is a home and how can we get there?
According to Ellul, revelation from the Scriptures "leaves us totally uncertain as
we try to decide how to re-discover and rebuild a livable world". Thus, we cannot just
turn to a chapter and a verse to find how to be at home. Rather, Scripture directs us by
leaving us with the question of how to do this. For God and his Word are "not a machine
that dispenses solutions".83 Rather, God and his Word make it "possible for us to come
up with an answer and (to) discover the way out".84
Yet the way out consists more in letting go than in doing. For "we have caught
our fingers in the powerful machinery we started up, and there is no way left to get them
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out except by a miracle, which will have its costs". These costs are our security, our
stability, our pride, our creation, our gods. What we will lose is more than our fingers, but
our comfortable way of life. We have to rid ourselves of false "roots, a false morality, a
false confidence, a false past", and "a false future"

all of which give us a "strong and

comforting senseof security".g7 In a way, we have 'nothing' to lose, for what we 'possess'
is illusionary and false. Yet, at the same time, these 'comforts' are Real, because we have
made them Real.
In letting go of and losing our false sense of security, we need to find a way to be
truly at home. For Bouma-Prediger "a home is made of memories and stories and
QO

relationships: a place of residence versus a place of dwelling". Home "signifies that
which endures vis-a-vis the transient and the fleeting"89 and "is a place of grace"90
instead of a "house of pain".91 For Ellul, our home is found in Faith. Without Faith, we
are like "a rudderless boat cut adrift and swept along with the currents".92 With Faith, we
still find ourselves being swept along with the currents, but we have a rudder, a way to
navigate. We still have the perils of the raging torrent, although with Faith we can face
the problems,
and navigate through them.93 Faith allows us to "take on the real risks of
94
life".
Faith, for Ellul, "is the point where one breaks with oneself, with the world, with
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people". This rapture is not a call to be an individual outside of society, but it is the
break that is necessary if we are to love. Along with breaking with the self and the culture
of Cain, this constitutes a break with religion. Faith, therefore, does enable us to judge
human religious claims. Not by being a fortress on whose wall we can stand judging
people, but by being a dwelling in which we can dialogue with people. "We have to be
careful", Ellul warns. "[I]t is not people who are being judged here, it is their will to
power and the expression of that in religion"96 that is being criticized. Faith, like love, "is
always listening, always on alert, always attentive to people's words, to their fears, their
hopes, their passions, and their hymns".97
The home that Faith creates and that Faith is "has its ears open to questions,
knowing that it can't answer them intellectually".

The counter-dwelling of the concrete

counter-creation tries to provide intellectual answers, without being open to the emotions
of the world. The counter-creation tries to silence the search for Truth, whereas in
Creation that search is encouraged. By being open, Faith subverts the subversion, and this
allows Love to be shown. The contemporary world focuses on answers, while we are to
concentrate on Love.
Instead of leading towards the isolation that runs rampant in the world, Faith leads
us to dwell in the midst of humanity.99 It is in the midst of Reality that we can take a
radical distance, but we have to start inside of the world, not outside of it. By naming the
world as a counter-creation, it may seem that we need to abandon it, yet this is not the
case. Until we "learn to see our situation" we cannot "understand, imagine, and
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accomplish radical changes in our society".
We can only do this while being at home in the counter-creation and the true
creation, while recognizing the subverted gods and worshiping the True God, while
understanding the vanity of Gain and living in the vanity of Abel.

100 Ibid, pg. 185
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